
Broan took a fresh look at the under-cabinet range hood, from 
capture performance to design to control. The result? A product line 
that redefines the category and blends perfectly with contemporary 
appliance designs.

Every detail is fresh and new, from elegant curves to bold angles.

We took the
under-cabinet category

COMPLETELY
OVER THE TOP.

Sahale Glacier Spire

Multiple blower configurations up to 600 CFM depending on model.

STAINLESS BLACK STAINLESS BLACK WHITE BISQUE

APPLIANCE-MATCHING FINISHES

The quiet Captur™ 

system—a combination 
of blower design, air 
flow management and 
filtration—provides the 
most effective smoke and 
odor capture in its class.
Shown: Shadowgraph of  
two boiling pots of water.

The Broan Captur™ system 
ensures on average 98.5% 
capture efficiency for unsurpassed 
ventilation performance.



THE UNDER-CABINET RANGE HOOD IS REDEFINED. 

When we set out to improve every aspect of under-cabinet 
kitchen ventilation, removing heat, smoke and moisture was 
key. So we designed the blower wheel and motor assembly to 
move more air with greater efficiency. Unique filters remove 
grease effectively without restricting airflow, and centric blower 
placement provides superior capture over all burners. It all adds 
up to better performance, quiet operation and less energy use.

Broan provides models with the control options 
consumers want most, from intuitive direct input switches 
to sophisticated, easy-to-clean touch controls. All models 
offer ADA compliance and may be operated remotely.

Brilliant LED lighting is designed to beat the heat of 
cooking environments, last longer without dimming and 
includes a 3-year warranty. Models with halogen lighting 
are also available, casting a warm gentle glow.

Capacitive Tap Touch Electronic Display

LIGHTING CONTROL, JUST THE WAY YOU WANT IT

SINGLE-PERSON INSTALLATION—SIMPLIFIED

Deluxe Rocker

Hybrid-baffleOpen-mesh Micro-mesh Deluxe Micro-mesh

INTERCHANGEABLE FILTERS
Dishwasher-safe filters 
install without tools. 
Upgrade with optional 
filter designs best 
suited to your cooking 
and style preferences.

fresh and 
Bold,

feature packed. 

Hidden Rocker

Framed EZ1 
Cabinet Brackets

Frameless EZ1 
Cabinet Brackets

Two EZ1 brackets hold the hood in place while you 
make electrical and ducting connections.
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Under-Cabinet
GLACIER

HVI-2100 CERTIFIED RATINGS comply with new testing technologies and procedures prescribed by the Home Ventilating Institute, for off-the-shelf products, as 
they are available to consumers. Product performance is rated at 0.1 in. static pressure, based on tests conducted in AMCA’s state-of-the-art test laboratory. Sones 
are a measure of humanly-perceived loudness, based on laboratory measurements.
* Where noted performance rating is not HVI certified but was established in accordance with HVI Standardized test procedure.
** Max. blower CFM indicates the performance of the hood blower in open air.

The clean, contemporary shape of Glacier complements any kitchen design. Impressive LED lighting and superior smoke and
odor removal are a mere introduction to everything this hood has to offer. The LED modules included with this hood are the
latest in LED cooktop illumination technology specially designed to operate in the elevated temperatures of cooking - offering
bright lighting and lasting up to 25 times as long as a standard bulb and greater reliability than typical replacement LED bulbs.

SIZE BLACK
STAINLESS STAINLESS GREASE FILTERS

(replacement)
NON-DUCTED

FILTERS
30 in. BCDF130BLS † BCDF130SS HPFAMM30 (Type "C2") HPF30 (Type "Xc")
36 in. BCDF136BLS † BCDF136SS † HPFAMM36 (Type "D2") HPF36 (Type "Xd")
42 in. BCDF142SS † HPFAMM42 (Type "E2") HPF42 (Type "Xe")

99045734J

Dimensions 
shown in inches.

FEATURES
Max. Blower CFM** 375 CFM
Control type 3-speed Capacitive Touch
Delay off no
Filter Clean Reminder yes

Heat Sentry™ no

ADA Capable yes
Lighting 2-level LED (included)
Grease Filters Micro Mesh (Qty. 2)
Installation Hardware EZ1 brackets
ENERGY STAR® no
Recirculation Non-ducted filters sold separately

AC INPUT
120 V, 60 Hz - 0.65 AMPS

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
7-in. Round Damper BP87Q
Make-up Air Dampers MD6TU, MD8TU and MD10TU
ADA Wiring Kit HAWRK3

MOUNTING HEIGHT
18 in. to 24 in. from cooktop to bottom of hood

LIMITED WARRANTY
1-year
3-year (LED modules only)
(See installation manual for full warranty text.)

FOR INDOOR USE ONLY
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Ver�cal High Speed,
7-in. round

Ver�cal High Speed,       
with 3¼ in. x 10 in. damper

Horizontal High Speed,
with 3¼ in. x 10 in. damper

† Not available in Canada.

HVI PERFORMANCE

Duct Orientation Size Damper
Sones CFM

Normal Medium* High Normal Medium* High
0.25 in. w.g.

High
0.1 in. w.g.

Vertical - Rectangular 3¼ in. x 10 in. Included 1.5 3.0 6.0 130 170 150 240
Horizontal - Rectangular 3¼ in. x 10 in. Included 1.5 3.0 6.0 110 160 160 240
Round - Vertical 7 in. Sold Separately 2.0 3.0 5.5 140 190 115 260

ALL OTHER 
HOODS

BCDF130SS



LEDs Used in Range Hoods 

Broan LED Modules are specially designed for 
cooking environments 

Part Number S97020187 (pair) 

Color Temperature  3000 K 

Lumens  450 / module 

Lux at cooktop  900 

CRI  80 

Ambient temperature rating  80⁰ C 

Watts  4.5 / module 

Service life  25,000 hours 

Warranty  3 years 

Feel the difference with Broan-NuTone. On our website you can discover more about home appliances.

https://www.camperid.com/broan-nutone/
https://www.camperid.com/home-appliances.html



